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A B S T R A C T

The outcome of a gameplay session is derived from a series of events, decisions, and interactions made during the
game. Many techniques have been developed by the game industry to understand a gameplay session. A suc-
cessful technique is game analytics, which aims at understanding behavior patterns to improve game quality.
However, current methods are not sufficient to capture underlying cause-and-effect relationships that occur
during a gameplay session, which would allow designers to better identify possible mistakes in the mechanics or
fine-tune their game. Recently, it was proposed a conceptual framework based on provenance to capture these
relationships. In this paper, we present a concrete framework to capture provenance data, allowing developers to
add provenance gathering capabilities to their games. We instantiated our framework in two games, showing
how it can be used in practice, and we developed a new game to demonstrate how provenance could be em-
ployed in early stages of game development to assist balancing the difficulty. We conducted an experiment with
twelve volunteers and used the gathered provenance data to answer designers’ frequent questions when trying to
understand game sessions and balancing the difficulty of their games. This supports the relevance of collecting
provenance data from games.

1. Introduction

The analysis of tracked game data, also known as game telemetry,
has become an important stage of game design and production in the
last few years [1]. This gathered data brings relevant information and
possibilities, such as measuring the game stability [2], dynamically
adjusting the difficulty of the game [3], performing behavioral analysis
[4], understanding common behaviors [5], improving the monetization
process [1], and balancing the game experience [6]. Moreover, game
telemetry allows game developers to collect player interactions in the
game inconspicuously over extended time periods, during production
and after deployment.

Tracking game data and making it understandable is challenging
due to the complexity of the games, leading to huge amounts of in-
formation. Additionally, deciding which information should be tracked
and recorded is another challenge. One of the most common types of
telemetry data is through states changes [7–9]. Even though state data

is easier to examine, they typically lack contextual information and
provides only a high-level view of what happened in the game. In
contrast, telemetry data that captures events [10,11], can provide more
low-level and fine-grained information, capturing and describing the
player activity and relating it more closely to the game session. Fur-
thermore, since the data is collected at fine-grain, developers can use
aggregating techniques to summarize the data by giving an overview of
the game sessions and only digging through the fine-grained data when
necessary.

However, no known approaches for game analytics take into con-
sideration the cause-and-effect relationships between events during a
game session, which may be an important factor for determining the
reasons that led to a certain outcome. In a recent work, Kohwalter et al.
[12] introduced the usage of digital provenance 3 in games in order to
detect these cause-and-effect relationships through a conceptual fra-
mework, named Provenance in Games (PinG), that can collect informa-
tion during a game session and maps the data to provenance terms,
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3 Provenance refers to the documented history of an object’s life cycle and is generally used in the context of art, digital data, and science [13].
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providing the means for a post-game analysis. That conceptual frame-
work was manually instantiated over a game named SDM [14], which
focuses on teaching Software Engineering concepts. The provenance
support in that game allowed for a broader range of analysis by using
collected provenance information to generate provenance graphs [15].
Even more recently, Kohwalter et al. [16] also demonstrated the ben-
efits of using their PinG approach during game analysis of serious
games, helping students to understand the underlying reasons for an
outcome.

In this paper, we present a concrete framework for capturing pro-
venance data for the game engine Unity, allowing developers to add
provenance gathering capabilities to their games. We detail how our
proposed framework can be instantiated in an existing game and show
how the generated provenance graph can be visualized using the pro-
venance visualization tool Prov Viewer [17], which is a visualization
tool that supports multiple features for visual data analysis, including
spatial-referencing the graph in the game level map.

We also provide an evaluation on how our framework can be used
for the analysis of the cause-and-effect relationships by instantiating it
over two open source games released by the Unity team. Additionally,
we also demonstrate that our concrete framework can be used at early
stages of game design and development by instantiating it over an in-
house game to aid the game balancing process. Instead of only relying
on beta testers feedback, we collect and analyze the cause-and-effect
relationships emerged during game sessions played by twelve invited
subjects. The analysis is used to answer a set of questions game de-
signers normally ask [18]4 (e.g., “How does the level of challenge in-
crease as the player succeeds?”).

This paper extends a prior conference paper [19] by demonstrating
how provenance can be used in early stages of game development to aid
the game design in the process of balancing a game. This analysis is
mapped to questions game designs normally ask during the balancing
process. The steps discussed here could be used with minor adjustments
for other games.

This paper is organized as follows. The Section 2 presents related
work and Section 3 provides background information as well as our
proposed PinG framework. Section 4 presents the PinG framework
usage and analysis over two existing games. Section 5 discuss the ex-
ecution of the experiment, subjects’ characteristics, and the design of
the developed game. The results and discussion of the data game pro-
venance analysis are also presented in the same section. Finally, Section
6 concludes this work, pointing out future works.

2. Related work

The literature adopts different terms for tracked game data, such
as gameplay data, logged data, play traces, and telemetry data.
Moreover, the process of analyzing such data, referenced here as game
analytics, is also named in different ways, such as gameplay visuali-
zation, visual data mining, and game session analysis. In this section,
we kept the original terms of each work, as they are usually reflected in
the approaches’ names.

Joslin [10] proposed the Gameplay Visualization Manifesto (GVM),
which is a framework for gameplay data logging that uncovers game-
play events by attaching logging methods in the game objects re-
sponsible for generating relevant events during the game. The event
model is the basis for the game data logging framework. It encapsulates
the information that is desired by users and classifies the events into
three groups: immersion, quest, and social. The immersion group re-
presents events related to increasing the player’s sensation of being
involved in the game flux. The quest group represents events related to
quest creation, execution, and analysis. Lastly, the social group

represents events related to social factors in the game, such as group
meeting or interaction with other characters.

The main application of GVM is for collecting game metrics, such as
player deaths, position, time spent in available features (e.g., crafting
and fighting), item usage (e.g., equipment), actions performed, and
player enjoyment. Therefore, GVM does not track cause-and-effect re-
lationships. It tracks only the executed actions along with their time-
stamp and location, in addition to character attributes and equipment.

Kim et al. [11] proposed the Tracking Real-Time User Experience
(TRUE) approach that combines human–computer interaction (HCI)
instrumentation, which collects user initiated events (UIEs), and log file
analysis techniques in order to automatically record user interactions
with games. Thus, TRUE can capture behavioral data and the attitu-
dinal information behind the decisions made by the player in order to
obtain better understanding of the context of each captured behavior.

Nevertheless, the designer still needs to infer the reasons behind the
elements that led to an outcome. This occurs because the contextual
information is only extra attributes that were tracked during the ex-
ecution of the action and not actual relationships between events. Thus
it does not capture cause-and-effect relationships. The cause-and-effect
relationships must be inferred by the designer when analyzing the
logged data. Moreover, TRUE was designed for the industry and is not
easily available for indie companies. Even though we did not explore
attitudinal data with PinG, it can be trivially incorporated in our ap-
proach as attributes for the player’s actions or by creating specific ac-
tivity vertices only for the attitudinal data when they are captured.

Playtracer [8], which is a visual tool designed to illustrate how
groups of players move through the game space, aids the designer by
tracking game states and showing common pathways and alternatives
that players used to succeed or fail in their tasks, identifying pitfalls and
anomalies in the scene. Nonetheless, Playtracer does not consider tem-
poral information and does not preserve the order of the states visited
by players when he/she revisits the same state. Moreover, incorporating
Playtracer in the game design is challenging because it requires de-
signers to define a state distance metric and identify relevant states.

Play-Graph [7] captures and illustrates the sequence of states and
the actions that caused the player’s state changes over the course of the
game. In the Play-Graph context, a game state describes a certain
configuration of the game or an entity, while actions consist on player
interactions within the game, such as shooting, jumping, or using an
object. In this concept, a game is viewed as a finite state machine with a
finite number of states and transitions between them. The states are
composed of a set of attributes from the game and players trigger ac-
tions at some specific points in the game. However, due to the nature of
how the data is structured in Play-Graph, the understanding of player
behavior is guided by the player progression in the game (e.g., killed a
boss), and not by how he/she interacted with the world (e.g., combat
rounds from the battle against the boss). From the available doc-
umentation, there is no way to determine interactions or influences.
Only the changes from one state to another, caused by an action exe-
cuted by the player, can be identified. Conversely, influences in the
player’s action, such as an influence from another character that af-
fected the transition of one state to another, are not present in the graph
(there are no edges linking edges).

According to Fernandez-Vara [20], different analyses need to be
performed in order to increase the video game quality. Such analyses
include understanding the game balancing in order to better attune for
the vast majority of players. This process can be facilitated by using the
collected game data. Furthermore, balancing also impacts how the
player perceives the game difficulty. The analysis presented by Fer-
nandez-Vara can be performed automatically to adapt the game diffi-
culty to match the current player’s skills. According to Black and Hickey
[21], player’s profile can change progressively or suffer immediate
changes. The former is referred as evolutionary adaptation while the
latter is referred as revolutionary adaptation. There are a plenty of
approaches designed for performing dynamic difficulty adjustments

4 In the book, Lens #31 (The Lens of Challenge), Schell defines a set of questions ad-
vised to be used while performing game balancing.
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